
Baseball Boy!

**About Baseball Boy**

Baseball Boy is an arcade sports game in which players have to throw a baseball as far as

possible. Above all, the correct impact is decisive for this, which can be improved in the course of

the game.

In Baseball Boy, you play a young baseball player who wants to set a new distance record. To hit

the baseball as far as possible, you have to hit the ball not only at the right angle, but also with the

right punch. Basically, the following principle applies: The harder you hit the ball, the further it will

fly. For each hit you receive special coins. Of course, you get more coins when your ball covers a

greater distance. With the collected coins you can then improve various attributes. For example,

your coins can be used to improve your punch or to increase the speed of your ball. If you manage

to reach the the distance target, new bats will be unlocked.

**Baseball Boy - Features:**

- Hit the ball as far as possible: Baseball Boy is an arcade sports game with a seemingly simple

gameplay. Basically, this mobile game is about hitting a baseball as far as possible. To set a new

distance record, you have to hit the ball at the correct angle and with the right punch. The harder

you hit the ball, the farther it flies. The flight of your ball, however, can be stopped by numerous

obstacles such as trucks or fences. For this reason, it is particularly important to hit the ball as

straight as possible. Your goal is to set a new distance record again and again.

- Collect coins: You get coins everytime you hit the ball. Of course, the principle applies: The further

your ball flies, the more coins you will receive. With the collected coins you can improve various

attributes. For $ 200, for example, you can make your swipe 10% stronger. In addition, for example,

the airspeed of your ball can be improved. The improvements will of course make it even easier to

set a new record.

- Unlock new bats: In the course of the game you can unlock many new bats. For this, you simply

have to reach the distance targets of the game. While you'll have to throw the ball just 300 yards at

the beginning of the game, later 1000 yards will be needed to get a new bat. If you manage to

reach the given distances, you can use a banana, a fish or a slingshot in addition to the classic

baseball bat to hit the ball.

Conclusion: Baseball Boy is an entertaining and quite challenging arcade game that requires some

practice, especially at the beginning.


